Modeling and Implementation of a Joint Airborne Ground Penetrating Radar and Magnetometer System for Landmine Detection
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Abstract: We modeled and implemented a joint airborne system integrating ground penetrating radar (GPR) and magnetometer (MAG) models specifically for landmine detection applications. We conducted both simulations and experimental analyses of the joint airborne GPR and MAG models, with a focus on detecting the metallic components of different types of landmines, including anti-tank (AT) M15 metallic, antipersonnel (AP) M16 metallic, and AT M19 plastic (minimum-metal) landmines. The GPR model employed the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method and was evaluated using a singular value decomposition (SVD) and Kirchhoff migration (KM) with matched filtering (MF). These advanced techniques enabled the automatic identification and precise focusing of the reflected hyperbolic signals emitted by the landmines while considering cross-range resolution. Additionally, the MAGs were utilized based on the magnetic dipole model with a de-trend and a spatial median filtering method to estimate the magnetic anomaly of the landmines while considering various data spatial intervals. The joint airborne GPR and MAG system was implemented by combining and integrating the GPR and MAG models for experimental validation. Through this comprehensive approach, which included experiments, simulations, and data processing, the design parameters of the final system were obtained. These design parameters can be used in the development and application of landmine detection systems based on airborne GPR and MAG technology.
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1. Introduction

The threat posed by landmines is a significant concern around the world, with devastating consequences for civilian populations and military personnel. The detection and removal of landmines are challenging tasks that require advanced technologies capable of accurately identifying and locating these hidden hazards. In recent years, promising results have been achieved in the integration of different sensing modalities, potentially improving the effectiveness of landmine detection systems.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and drones have emerged as valuable tools in the field of landmine detection research. Recent studies have explored various detection strategies using lightweight sensors, such as ground penetrating radar (GPR) [1,2], ground penetrating synthetic aperture radar (GPSAR) [3–6], magnetometers (MAGs) [7,8], metal detectors [9,10], and thermal imaging cameras [11] mounted on UAVs for landmine detection. These techniques have numerous advantages, including precise autonomous flight capabilities; the potential for integrating multiple sensors, innovative avionic
systems, and energy-efficient batteries; and substantially reduced costs and maintenance requirements.

Ground penetrating radar is widely used for subsurface sensing, allowing for the high-resolution imaging of buried objects. By emitting electromagnetic pulses and analyzing the resulting reflected signals, GPR can detect variations in dielectric properties and identify buried objects, such as landmines. However, GPR has certain drawbacks that should be considered in landmine detection applications. These include the following [5,6]:

- Reduced penetration depth in highly conductive or lossy soils: GPR relies on the propagation and reflection of electromagnetic waves to detect buried objects. However, in soils with high conductivity or high dielectric losses, such as clayey or wet soils, the penetration depth of GPR signals can be significantly reduced. This limitation can hamper the detection of landmines buried at greater depths, particularly in challenging soil conditions.
- Sensitivity to surface clutter and rough terrain: GPR signals can be affected by surface clutter, such as vegetation, rocks, or surface irregularities. Such clutter can scatter the electromagnetic waves, leading to signal distortion or interference and potentially causing false positives or false negatives. Additionally, rough terrain with uneven surfaces can impact the coupling between the GPR antenna and the ground, affecting the quality and accuracy of the collected data.
- High data processing and analysis requirements: GPR generates large volumes of data due to its high-resolution imaging capabilities. Processing and analyzing these datasets can be computationally intensive and time-consuming, requiring sophisticated algorithms and significant computational resources. Efficient data processing techniques are essential to handling large datasets and accurately extracting meaningful information for landmine detection.

To overcome these limitations, UAV-borne MAGs have recently been applied in landmine detection research in addition to UAV-borne GPR. Magnetometers can detect the magnetic anomalies produced by metallic objects, including plastic landmines with minimum-metallic components, thereby providing valuable information for their detection and localization. Magnetometers measure magnetic anomalies caused by buried targets that are magnetized by the Earth’s magnetic field. These magnetic anomalies are not significantly affected by soil permittivity, and therefore plastic with minimum-metal landmines can be detected using MAGs, even in high-dielectric moist sand environments. However, compared to UAV-borne GPR, UAV-borne MAGs have certain drawbacks that need to be considered in landmine detection applications [7,8]:

- Limited detection range: MAGs are primarily sensitive to metallic objects and their magnetic anomalies. While this makes them highly effective in detecting metallic landmines, their detection range is limited compared to GPR. The magnetic field strength decreases rapidly with the third power of the distance, resulting in reduced detection capabilities for buried metallic objects at greater depths.
- Susceptibility to environmental interference: MAGs are susceptible to environmental magnetic interference, such as variations in the Earth’s magnetic field caused by geological structures or nearby ferrous objects, or the electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise that UAVs generate. These interferences can distort the measurements and lead to false positives or false negatives, compromising the accuracy of landmine detection.
- Lack of imaging capabilities: unlike GPR, which provides high-resolution images of buried objects, MAGs typically measure magnetic anomalies as scalar quantities. This lack of imaging capability makes it challenging to accurately locate and visualize the exact shape and orientation of detected landmines. Consequently, additional techniques or sensor modalities may be required to precisely determine the spatial characteristics of detected objects.

Despite these drawbacks of the GPR and MAG sensing techniques, UAV-borne GPR remains a valuable tool in landmine detection, especially when combined with other
complementary sensing modalities such as MAGs. By integrating GPR with MAGs, the limitations of each can be mitigated, allowing for improved detection accuracy, depth penetration, and discrimination. Integrating multiple sensors can enhance the overall performance and reliability of landmine detection systems, leading to more effective and efficient landmine clearance operations.

The use of UAVs equipped with sensors holds great promise for addressing the challenges of landmine detection. From the perspective of working frequency range, fluxgate MAGs usually operate at a few kHz [12] while GPR operates at 0.5–5 GHz [13]; therefore, the devices do not electromagnetically interfere with each other and can work together seamlessly. By combining GPR and MAG, a joint airborne system could improve the overall performance and reliability of landmine detection.

A variety of joint detection systems have been developed and tested based on combinations of ground vehicle, airborne, and/or handheld data collection devices. A UAV-based magnetic detection system and a manual ground cart-based electromagnetic induction (EMI) system have been combined to detect unexploded ordnance (UXOs) [14]. Handheld dual sensor systems combining electromagnetic-induction (EMI) and GPR sensing techniques have been successfully applied for landmine detection [15]. In a dual sensor experiment, a model plastic (minimum-metal) landmine was buried 6 cm deep in sand with a permittivity of approximately 9. The depths of buried landmines detected separately by the EMI and GPR sensors were 6.2 and 9.1 cm, respectively, such that the EMI sensor obtained a more accurate burial depth than the GPR sensor in high-permittivity soil. However, manually interpreting such results is time-consuming and labor intensive, substantially increasing the cost of practical applications at landmine sites. Therefore, a method for efficient, automatic data processing and interpretation is urgently needed to improve combined UAV-borne GPR and MAG systems.

In recent decades, machine learning has attracted significant attention for the automatic detection of underground objects. The interpretation of GPR data tends to rely on supervised deep learning algorithms, such as faster region-based convolutional neural networks (faster R-CNN) [16,17] and you-only-look-once (YOLO) [18,19], and unsupervised algorithms, such as generative adversarial nets (GANs) [20] and principal component analysis (PCA) [21]. Cognitive GPR for subsurface sensing based on edge computing and deep Q-learning networks (DQNs) has been proposed for application to UAV-based GPR systems [22]. To improve the magnetic anomaly detection performance in terms of colored noise and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), during MAG data interpretation, magnetic anomaly signals have been simulated using a dipole model by applying support vector machines (SVMs) [23], a fully connected neural network [24], and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [25]. These simulated magnetic anomaly signal models are based on scenarios in which the MAG is fixed and the target is moving. They cannot be applied for UAV-based landmine detection because they cannot incorporate the relationship between local and global Earth magnetic field variations along survey lines and therefore easily lose data over long periods of time. Recently, deep learning techniques have been adapted for anomaly detection using time-series or sequential data. Some of these methods are purely data-driven techniques for identifying occasional outliers, whereas others are hybrid methods incorporating feature engineering and prior information into systems designed to robustly characterize anomalous behavior [26].

These methods apply deep learning to process and interpret individual GPR and MAG data surveys. Deep learning has not yet been applied to interpret fused data collected using multiple sensing techniques for landmine detection. Therefore, our objective in this study was to combine airborne GPR and MAG models to improve data processing and interpretation, thereby extending the potential application of deep learning to joint UAV-borne MAG and GPR landmine detection and classification systems. The proposed method takes full advantage of the information contained in different types of simulation and measurement data, resulting in accurate UAV-based evaluations of antitank and antipersonnel landmines.

In this study, we modeled and implemented a joint airborne GPR and MAG system for landmine detection. We conducted both simulations and experiments, with an emphasis on
detecting metallic components within various types of landmines, such as antitank (AT) M15 metallic, antipersonnel (AP) M16 metallic, and AT M19 plastic (minimum-metal) landmines. We evaluated a GPR model using GprMax software [27] by combining singular value decomposition (SVD) and Kirchhoff migration (KM) with matched filtering (MF) for UAV-borne GPR modeling and simulation to classify M15, M16, and M19 landmines. The open-source software, GprMax, simulates electromagnetic wave propagation using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to numerically model GPR. The SVD algorithm was developed to locate and identify hyperbolic signals from radargrams. The UAV-borne MAG was used based on the magnetic dipole model with a de-trend and a spatial median filtering method to estimate the magnetic anomaly of the landmines. Various flight spatial data intervals were considered to optimize the performance of the UAV-borne GPR and MAG systems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the methodology adopted for modeling the joint airborne system, including the UAV-borne GPR and MAG models. Section III describes the simulation and experimental setup and presents the results and analysis. Finally, the findings and implications of the study, along with suggestions for future research, are discussed in Section IV.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The UAV-Borne GPR Model

The UAV-borne GPR model scheme is depicted in Figure 1. The GPR is bistatic, with both a transmit and receive antenna. The basic idea is to excite the ground and possible targets with electromagnetic energy, then attempt to infer properties of the ground and targets from the scattering information obtained from the B-scan experiment. One of the biggest problems with GPR is the large ground reflection that occurs. Clutter and noise components, such as antenna crosstalk and air–ground interface reflections, must be removed from GPR images to identify their target features. Typically, GPR datasets (B-scan raw data) are very large and contain considerable information that is superfluous to image characterization. Clutter and noise components must be removed from GPR images to identify their target features. Regarding clutter noise removal techniques in GPR datasets, there are two main categories of techniques: classical filtering methods and subspace techniques. Classical filtering methods encompass approaches like average window subtraction and mean filtering [28], time-gating with zero padding [29], and parametric or statistical-based methods [30]. On the other hand, subspace techniques delve into the statistical properties of the data and decompose it into distinct subspaces, separating the useful information from the noise. Examples of subspace techniques include principal component analysis (PCA) [21] and singular value decomposition (SVD) [31].

Figure 1. The UAV-borne GPR modeling and measurement scheme.
We applied the SVD algorithm to B-scan raw data to remove air-ground interface reflections and antenna crosstalk. Within the raw B-scan data, specific components associated with ground effects and noise were identified as the primary factors and subsequently eliminated by MATLAB using the SVD function. By utilizing the SVD technique to minimize noise and ground effects, we successfully extracted a GPR hyperbolic signal that encompassed the effects of landmines.

The extracted hyperbolic signals were used to conduct the migration and MF processing for landmine classification. Migration algorithms serve as tools to solve the GPR inverse problem, wherein the algorithm starts with the electric field measured by the radar and produces a result in the form of geometry or material reconstruction. The representative image migration techniques for GPR are hyperbolic summation, KM [32], frequency wavenumber migration [33], stripmap SAR [34], and back-projection algorithm (BPA) [35], but we did not compare these techniques in detail. We used KM and MF [36] for UAV-borne GPR data processing. The fundamental idea of KM is to trace a hyperbola for each subsurface point. The point being traced is considered the apex of the hyperbola, and it is compared to the intersecting energy of the actual signals. The energy along the traced hyperbola is summed and placed at the apex point. The spread of the hyperbola depends on the propagation velocity of the media on the ground subsurface and the positioning of the antenna above the ground surface. The basic idea mentioned here underlies the concept of 2D-KM; for 3D-KM, the same concepts apply, but hyperboloids are used instead of hyperbolas. Equation (1) represents this concept for the 3D-KM, and Equation (2) represents it for the 2D-KM. Here, \( P_{\text{out}} \) is the migrated energy at the migrated point \((x_p, y_p, z_p)\), \( \theta_g \) is the angle between the signal ray heading towards the migration point \((x_s, y_s, z_s)\) and a perpendicular line to the ground surface (vertical line), \( r \) is the total length of the signal ray from the antennas to the migration point, \( P_{\text{in}} \) is the input energy (received radar signals) for migration at the migration point, and \( t_{\text{exp}} \) is the expected time for the migration point to be located over an A-Scan for antennas placed at all possible positions.

\[
P_{\text{out}}(x_p, y_p, z_p) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \iint \left[ \frac{\cos(\theta_g)}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} P_{\text{in}}(x_p, y_p, t = t_{\text{exp}}) \right] dx
dy 
\]

(1)

\[
P_{\text{out}}(x_p, z_p) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \iint \left[ \frac{\cos(\theta_g)}{\sqrt{r^2}} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} P_{\text{in}}(x_p, t = t_{\text{exp}}) \right] dx
d\]

(2)

In the case of the UAV-borne GPR model, a special consideration for KM is that the antennas are positioned above the ground at a specific height \( h_{\text{out}} \). One limitation of the migration algorithm developed for this study is that it assumes \( h_{\text{out}} \) to be constant for all antenna positions.

For conventional geophysical and GPR KM, antennas are usually placed at ground level, resulting in no diffraction of the propagating electromagnetic fields from the ground surface. However, in landmine detection, diffraction occurs at the ground surface, causing a change in the ray’s angle at this interface. Consequently, calculating the ray length between the antennas and the migration point \( r \), the expected time of reflection arrival \( t_{\text{exp}} \), and the angles of propagation in the air \( \theta_a \) and on the ground \( \theta_g \) becomes a more complex procedure. These angles are calculated for each combination of migration point and antenna position. The equations used to calculate the angles in the UAV-borne GPR bistatic model are described by Equation (3), where \((x_s, y_s, z_s)\) are the coordinates of the migration point, \((x_{trans}, y_{trans}, h_{trans})\), and \((x_{recv}, y_{recv}, h_{recv})\) are the coordinates of the transmit and receive antennas, respectively. The ray length between the antennas and the migration point is calculated using Equation (4). The expected time of reflection arrival is calculated using Equation (5), where \( v_p \) is the propagation velocity of the waves on the ground and \( c_0 \) is the propagation velocity of waves in the air.
The propagation velocity undergoes a significant change at the ground surface interface. The propagation velocity is inversely proportional to the square root of the relative permittivity \( (v_p = c_0/\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}) \). This is why the trajectory in the air must be calculated using \( c_0 \), while the trajectory on the ground must be calculated using \( v_r \).

Another consideration for KM is the option to perform full 3D migration using Equation (1) or to employ 2D migration for different B-Scans. The primary advantage of 2D-KM over 3D migration is the reduced processing time required to fully migrate multiple B-Scans. This performance difference stems from the fact that the angles are calculated for each combination of antenna position and migration point. By reducing the dimensionality of antenna and point locations by one, the computational load can be significantly improved. However, it is still possible to obtain a 3D image from 2D migration by sequentially staggering the resulting migrations of the B-Scans, a technique known as 2.5D migration.

The matched filter (MF) algorithm is the most basic focusing algorithm used in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images. Since the SAR and GPR applications are technically similar, the same reconstruction algorithms can be used for both cases. That is why MF, which is the most straightforward method for forming a SAR image, can be adapted to GPR applications. Mathematically, the matched-filter transfer function is expressed as the complex conjugate of the expected received waveform due to the target to which the filter is being matched. When a matched filter is used to calculate the value at a pixel of an image, the SNR is maximized when a specific target exists at that location. In the formulation of the generalized matched filter-based image, this target is a point scatter, while distributed objects are approximated as a collection of independent point scatterers.

In the case of a plastic landmine, it could potentially contain multiple scattering centers, and its internal structure may also produce additional scattering effects. To confirm the presence and understand the characteristics of these internal scattering components, an experimental validation was conducted using impulse radar with an autocorrelation function based on the MF [37]. The internal structure of the target can be described as comprising a central element with a regular pattern and a region of high scattering that only covers a portion of it.

The matched filter procedure involves correlating the migrated B-scan data \( P_{out}(r, t) \) with an impulse response from a point scatter \( h(r_T, r', r_k, t) \), where \( r_T \) is the transmitter location, \( r' \) is the pixel location of the point scatter, and \( r_k \) is the receiver location, as shown in Figure 1. When using the matched filter, the pattern of the received signal is an unknown phenomenon. Therefore, the best approach to designing the matched filter is to use a replica of the transmitted signal. A Ricker waveform and an M-sequence impulsive
radar [38] were used in GprMax simulation and UAV-borne GPR experimental studies, respectively; we chose them for the impulse response function \( (h) \). The MF output \( (I) \) is expressed as follows:

\[
I(r') = \int \int h(r_T, r', r_R, t) P_{out}(r, -t) dr \, dt
\]  

\[
I(x_p, z_p) = \left. \int h(r_T, r', r_R, t) \otimes P_{out}(x_p, t) dx \right|_{t=t_{exp}}
\]

2.2. The UAV-Borne MAG Model

The UAV-borne MAG model scheme is depicted in Figure 2. The fluxgate MAG is a vector MAG capable of simultaneously measuring the direction and magnitude of the three-axis components of the magnetic field. Magnetic anomalies indicating landmines arise from induced magnetization in the present-day geomagnetic field, in a process related to magnetic susceptibility. A ferromagnetic landmine is magnetized by the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field according to the inclination and declination at the landmine position, and an induced magnetic field is generated that disturbs the distribution of the Earth’s magnetic field around it, thus producing a magnetic anomaly signal (Figure 2).

\[ B_s = B_{landmine} + B_{earth} \]  

\[ B_{landmine} = B_x \cos(d) \cos(i) + B_y \sin(d) \cos(i) + B_z \sin(i) \]

where \( d \) is the degree of declination and \( i \) is the degree of inclination. Total magnetic field intensity is determined using the X-, Y-, and Z-components of the MAG vector data.

The magnetic field of a landmine can be interpreted as a magnetic dipole model. In classical physics, the magnetic field of a dipole is calculated as the limit of either a current
loop or a pair of charges as the source shrinks to a point, while keeping the magnetic moment \( m \) constant. For the current loop, this limit is mostly easily derived from the vector potential and is expressed at any spatial position as follows:

\[
\vec{A} = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{\vec{m} \times \hat{r}}{r^2} = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{\vec{m} \times \hat{r}}{r^3}
\]

\[
\vec{B} = \nabla \times \vec{A} = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{1}{r^3} \left[ (3\hat{m} \cdot \hat{r})\hat{r} - \vec{m} \right] = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{3\hat{r} (\vec{m} \cdot \hat{r})}{r^5} - \vec{m} \right]
\]

\[
(\vec{m} = m_x \hat{x} + m_y \hat{y} + m_z \hat{z}, \hat{r} = \hat{x} + \hat{y} + \hat{z})
\]

where \( m = \frac{4}{3} \pi M W a^3 \), \( M \) is the magnetization ([Ampere/(meter \times gram]); 0.06 for iron components within the M15, M16, and 0.6 for steel components within the M19 landmine), \( a \) is the radius of the magnetic dipole sphere, \( W \) is the mass (in grams) of the metallic components of the landmine, \( r \) is the vector from the landmine to the measurement point (MAG), and \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability of free space.

For a three-axis MAG, each orthogonal axis has its own error, such that the total intensity changes with changes in heading. To remove this influence of lateral direction, spatial filtering was performed. To estimate a landmine’s magnetic anomaly \( (B_{\text{landmine}}) \), Earth’s magnetic field \( (B_{\text{earth}}) \) must be subtracted from the total measured magnetic field \( (B_s) \). However, because local and global geomagnetic fields vary along survey lines, spatial filtering techniques that can extract landmine anomalies within the variation of the geomagnetic field are required.

The moving average method used in our previous study [8] did not consider the variation of the geomagnetic field, which made it difficult to detect anomalies involving geomagnetic field trends. To address this problem, we applied a de-trend and a spatial median filtering method to eliminate geomagnetic field variation along the survey lines and effectively detect the small local magnetic anomalies indicating M15, M16, and M19 landmines.

Magnetic anomalies show different responses at different locations on the Earth (magnetic latitude) because of the magnetic inclination \( (i) \). This is the angle at which the magnetic field lines are oriented relative to the Earth’s surface, and it changes with latitude (Figure 2).

A portion of the magnetic anomaly curve was extracted along the survey line, running from south to north and exhibiting varying magnetic inclinations. This extraction was carried out with the declination and the heading both set to zero in order to estimate the depth at which landmines are buried. The estimation was based on the principles of peak amplitude and full width at half height (FWHH) [39] (Figure 3). This analysis can be applied to many types of anomalies, particularly those caused by objects whose diameter is smaller than their distance from the MAG. The distance from a MAG to the middle of a landmine is approximately equal to the width of the anomaly that it causes at half its peak amplitude. The point where the solid green line and anomaly curve intersect is where the landmine is located. When multiple landmines are present, the magnetic anomalies consist of a superposition of the magnetic anomalies from each individual landmine. Therefore, to effectively differentiate between the landmines, they must be positioned at least twice the FWHH apart from one another. Additionally, the theoretical spatial resolution of the MAG corresponds to half of the FWHH of each landmine. The cross-range resolution of GPR depends on the radar operating frequency, while the spatial resolution of a MAG is determined by the FWHH of the landmines themselves.
Figure 3. Conceptual model of the full width at half height (FWHH) principle used to estimate landmine burial depth.

3. Results

The UAV-borne GPR and MAG models for detecting the M15, M16, and M19 landmines were simulated based on a half-space geometry. The upper region was air with a permittivity of 1 and conductivity of 0, and the lower region was a homogeneous sand subsurface with a relative permittivity and conductivity of 9 and 0.001 S/m, respectively. The geometry of the model, including target landmine positions and the dimensions of the investigated region, is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Geometry of the UAV-borne GPR and MAG models, including the positions of target landmines.

3.1. Simulation Results of the UAV-Borne GPR Model

Three boxes buried in sand at a depth of 15 cm were used to model M15 [material: perfect conductor (PEC), width: 300 mm, height: 100 mm, burial center position: (2.15 m, 0.2 m)], M16 [material: PEC, width: 100 mm, height: 100 mm, burial center position: (4.35 m, 0.2 m)], and M19 [material#1: polyvinyl chloride (PVC), width: 300 mm, height: 75 mm;
material#2: PEC, width: 200 mm, height: 2 mm; material#3: AIR, width: 200 mm, height: 10 mm; material#4: polyvinyl chloride (PVC), width: 200 mm, height: 13 mm, burial center position: (6.55 m, 0.2 m)] landmines. The minimum-metal component within the M19 landmine was modeled as a thin plate based on a physical inspection of the internal structure. The M19 landmine contains a metal plate with a diameter of approximately 100 mm, which significantly impacts the radar cross section (RCS) when compared to a solid, homogeneous plastic cylinder. The M19 landmine has been modeled as being composed of:

- The pressure pad (green area in Figure 4), characterized as PVC by a relative dielectric constant of 3.3 and a thickness of 13 mm;
- An air layer representing the internal structure (white area in Figure 4) with a thickness of 10 mm;
- The minimum-metal component (black area in Figure 4) is characterized as a thin step plate by PEC with a thickness of 2 mm;
- The main body of the M19 landmine (grey area in Figure 4) characterized PVC by a relative constant of 3.3 and a thickness of 75 mm.

The transmitter and receiver were placed with a separation of 4 cm on the interface at a height of 1 m. The source was a theoretical Hertzian dipole (z-polarized) fed with a Ricker waveform with a center frequency of 1.5 GHz and a 3 GHz bandwidth. The modeled sand area was 1.75 m in depth and 9 m in length. The simulations were run over a 9 × 3 m computational domain. The GPR A-scans, which are measurements of the received field as a function of time at a single location, were recorded at spatial intervals. The resulting B-scans were received as A-scan data as a function of time and antenna position.

We simulated the model with spatial intervals of 2, 8, and 16 cm, considering the cross-range resolution. The field measurements were recorded over time windows of 20 ns for the respective spatial intervals.

The reflected radar signals from the M15, M16, and M19 landmines at the 2 cm spatial interval are shown in Figure 5. The signals reflected from the landmine could not be distinguished due to high antenna crosstalk and ground reflection (Figure 5a); therefore, the direct wave was removed based on the SVD algorithm to retain only the clear signals reflected from the landmines (Figure 5b).

Each of the three types of landmines exhibited corresponding horizontal lines and ghost hyperbolas. The presence of these horizontal lines and multiple ghost hyperbolas in the model can be attributed to the proximity of buried objects to the surface. The occurrence of multiplication and ringing phenomena is a result of the transmitted signals’ wavelength being longer than the distance of the underground targets from the surface [40].

The hyperbolas were converted into image pixels by considering the RCS using KM (Figure 5c) based on Equation (2). The ghost hyperbolas were removed, and the images of reflected landmine signals were focused using MF based on Equation (6) (Figure 5d). The Ricker waveform source was used for the impulse response function (h) based on Equation (6). Before the MF, the image position of a landmine was slightly different from the landmine installation position (solid-white box), and ghost signals were still present, but after applying MF, the image position more closely matched the installation position, and the ghost signal disappeared.

The theoretical cross-range resolution is 10 cm, which is equal to half the wavelength (= λ/2). Figure 6 shows the MF results of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines, with spatial intervals of 8 and 16 cm. When the spatial intervals for data gathering are larger than the theoretical cross-range resolution, as seen in Figure 6b, the resulting image can become distorted, even after the MF process.
Figure 5. Simulated radar signals reflected from the M15, M16, and M19 landmines with 2 cm spatial intervals (a) before and (b) after removing background noise using SVD. Migrated image results (c) before and (d) after MF.

Figure 6. The MF results for the M15, M16, and M19 landmines at spatial intervals of (a) 8 cm and (b) 16 cm.
3.2. Simulation Results of the UAV-Borne MAG Model

The geometry of the UAV-borne MAG model was identical to that of the UAV-borne GPR model shown in Figure 4. However, the materials used for landmines in the GPR model, such as PEC and PVC, could not be used in the MAG model. This was due to the need to consider the physical mass of the landmines’ metallic components to calculate the magnetic anomaly based on Equation (8).

The measured total and metallic component masses of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines are shown in Figure 7. The M15 and M16 metallic landmines were composed of iron. The M19 landmines were mainly composed of plastic, but with a thin, disk-like step plate composed of 0.2 kg of stainless steel (Figure 7b). We were only able to measure the mass of the stainless-steel plate, and not the other metal components, such as the copper detonator capsule and stainless-steel firing pin, which were fixed inside the M19 landmine.

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**Figure 7.** Total and metallic component mass measurements for (a) the three types of landmines and (b) the M19 landmine.

The UAV-borne MAG system simulated its flight, which followed the survey line at an altitude of 1 m with a heading of −72° towards the magnetic north direction (magnetic declination: −8.93°, inclination: 42°). The burial depth center of landmines was 20 cm, and the theoretical spatial resolution for detecting these landmines was determined to be 0.6 m, which was equivalent to half of the FWHH. Figure 8a displays the magnetic anomaly curves obtained from M15, M16, and M19 landmines, with spatial intervals of 0.2 m. Positions identified by the peak magnetic anomaly lines were determined to be landmines. The magnetic anomaly of the M19 landmine indicated a metallic mass that was approximately 6-fold smaller than that of the M16, whereas the magnetization (M) of the stainless-steel components of the M19 was 10-fold higher than that of the iron components of the M16, according to Equation (8). For this reason, the anomaly peak value of the M19 was larger than that of the M16. The resulting magnetic anomaly was a combination of the magnetic anomalies generated by each individual landmine. Due to this superposition effect, the peak value of the landmines appeared to be lower (solid purple line). When the spatial intervals for data gathering exceeded the theoretical spatial resolution, as depicted in Figure 8b, the simulated magnetic anomaly could become distorted to the extent that further data processing might not be applicable.
Figure 8. Simulated magnetic anomaly curves for the M15, M16, and M19 landmines with (a) a 0.2 m spatial interval and (b) various spatial intervals.

3.3. Experimental Results of the UAV-Borne GPR and MAG Model

To validate the proposed UAV-borne GPR and MAG model, we developed a joint UAV-borne GPR and MAG measurement system, as shown in Figure 9a. An array of four-element commercial Vivaldi antennas (model TSA600) from RF space [41], along with a 12th-order M-sequence ultra-wide band (UWB) radar module (model SH-3100) from Ilm-sens [38] and a fluxgate MAG (model 1540) from Applied Physics Systems [42], were mounted on board the UAV as shown in Figure 9a. The two-channel transmitter and receiver antenna arrays were mounted parallel to each other and separated by 80 cm, satisfying the minimum distance rule $d_{ant} > \lambda_c/4$ [2]. The antenna array was designed and placed for optimal performance, with the antennas positioned 12 cm apart, considering factors such as antenna array gain and crosstalk. Furthermore, to effectively mitigate both the direct coupling of the radar module and the interference from the UAV’s communication link (5.8 GHz) for each receiving antenna, we employed two RF filters (model: SHP-500+) sourced from Minicircuits [43], operating within the 500 MHz to 3.2 GHz range. The UAV was equipped with a real-time kinematic (RTK) system on its upper surface, ensuring precise positioning with an accuracy of 1 cm. Additionally, a laser altimeter was mounted beneath the UAV, accurately measuring the UAV’s altitude with a precision of 1 cm. Full details are presented in Figure 9a. To mitigate the magnetic noise originating from the UAV, a fluxgate MAG was installed at the center of the antenna array, approximately 30 cm below the center of the UAV. Because the MAG operated at around 10 kHz and the radar operated within the frequency range of 0.6–6 GHz, the devices did not electromagnetically interfere with one another. The overall weight of the payload in this system was about 4 kg (excluding batteries), enabling flights of approximately 30 min.

The experimental set-up of the joint UAV-borne GPR and MAG system is shown in Figure 9b. The UAV system uniformly moved at an altitude of 1 m to collect GPR and MAG data from landmines M15, M16, and M19. It maintained a heading of $-72^\circ$ towards the magnetic north direction, considering the magnetic declination of $-8.93^\circ$ and an inclination of $42^\circ$. The UAV traversed the surface along survey lines, starting from point A (37.5748234°N, 126.6697246°E) and reaching point B (37.5748576°N, 126.6695722°E). The landmines were buried at designated locations, concealed beneath moist sand at a depth of 3.5 cm. The flight speed was 0.5 m/s, and the sampling distance intervals of the RTK position, GPR, and MAG were 10 cm for the joint GPR and MAG data analysis. Because the experiment was conducted in the northern hemisphere (heading: $-72^\circ$, declination: $-8.93^\circ$, inclination: $42^\circ$), the magnetic anomaly curve of a landmine changed in the form
of negative-positive-negative behavior along the survey path from A to B. The GPR data had a hyperbola-shaped signal regardless of the magnetic latitude.

Figure 9. Joint UAV-borne GPR and MAG measurement (a) system and (b) experimental set-up.

The GPR data collection interval was 10 cm, and the B-scan of the radar measurement data was gathered along a straight path of 14.0 m with 140 discrete spatial points for each landmine due to the high computational load. In the experiment, the M15, M16, and M19
landmines were buried at \((x = 5 \text{ m}, 7 \text{ m}, \text{ and } 8.5 \text{ m}, \text{ respectively})\) along the survey line. The reflected radar raw signals from the M15, M16, and M19 landmines are shown in Figure 10. The GPR consists of two receiving channels. In the acquired B-scan raw data, it is observed that the antenna crosstalk in Rx1 is higher than that in Rx2 (Figure 10). This is mainly due to the shorter distance between the Rx1 and Tx1 antennas in comparison to the distance between the Rx2 and Tx2 antennas. Because the test environment had some multilayer subsurface in addition to the irregular ground surface with the grass, there were some reflections and multiple instances of ground bouncing along the survey line.

Furthermore, the B-scan raw data displays various indications of imperfections in the antenna impulse response, which can be attributed to ringdown or multiple reflections. These imperfections arise due to the group delay caused by the GPR antennas used in conjunction with the RF filters during the experiment. Specifically, the phase center variation of the TSA600 Vivaldi antenna ranged from approximately −10 to 7.5 cm within the frequency range of 500 MHz to 3 GHz [6]. Additionally, the group delay of the RF filter itself within this frequency band ranged from approximately 0.33 to 3.48 ns [43]. As a result, an observable ringdown phenomenon of approximately −4 ns below the ground reflection was depicted in Figure 10.

Therefore, the targets were not easily discernible in the raw data B-scan image. To enhance the detection of reflected signals from the landmines, the B-scan data was obtained by averaging the signals from the two receiving channels (Figure 11a). The direct waves from the antenna crosstalk and ground reflection exist at about −25.62 ns and were removed based on the SVD algorithm (Figure 11b).

![Figure 10](https://example.com/figure10.png)

**Figure 10.** Measured radar raw signals reflected from the M15, M16, and M19 landmines for (a) Rx1 and (b) Rx2 channels.

The ground reflection \((T_G)\) and landmine reflection \((T_L)\) exist about 25.62 ns and 26.66 ns, respectively. By utilizing the given information of the landmine burial depth \((d = 3.5 \text{ cm})\) and propagation time \((T_L - T_G = 1.04 \text{ ns})\), we can estimate the relative permittivity and electromagnetic wave velocity of the ground using Equation (9), where \(c_0\) and \(v_G\) are the propagation velocities of waves in the air and ground, respectively.

\[
d = \frac{c_0(T_L - T_G)}{2\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} = \frac{v_G \times (T_L - T_G)}{2}
\] (9)
Based on the provided data, the estimated permittivity and velocity of electromagnetic waves in soil were approximately 19.866 and 6.731 cm/ns, respectively. After image migration and MF of the measured data, a GPR image of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines was acquired, as shown in Figure 11c,d. The M-sequence is defined as a pseudo-random sequence generated by a linear generator consisting of an n-bit shift register with appropriate feedback, whereas its periods is $N = 2^m - 1$ chips, where $m$ is the order of the M-sequence [44]. An ideal 12th order M-sequence waveform source was used for the impulse response function ($h$) based on Equation (7). After applying MF, a focused GPR image was successfully obtained, as shown in Figure 11d. Due to the MF algorithm that was applied, target reflections became more focused around the exact position of the objects except the M16 landmine.

In the experimental environment, the landmines were buried in an irregular multi-layer ground surface with grass rather than a homogeneous medium. Additionally, due to the high permittivity ($\varepsilon_r = 19.866$) and the limited sampling distance (10 cm), the quality of the GPR data was significantly compromised, resulting in an inability to detect the M16 landmines. However, the presence of the M16 landmine was detected through analysis of the MAG data, as further explained.
Figure 11. Averaged radar signals reflected from the M15, M16, and M19 landmines (a) before and (b) after removing background noise using SVD. Migrated image results (c) before and (d) after MF.

The magnetic anomalies of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines are shown in Figure 12. The collected MAG raw data (solid red lines) consisted of a geomagnetic field with a trend component (dotted black lines) and magnetic anomaly signals (Figure 12a).

The global geomagnetic field was eliminated by removing the trend component (Figure 12b). Positions identified by the peak magnetic anomaly lines were determined to be landmines. By subtracting the global geomagnetic field trend (solid orange lines) and applying the spatial (10 cm) median filter (solid black lines), we extracted landmine anomalies and estimated the FWHH. The estimated FWHH of the landmines closely matched the calculated FWHH based on the MAG model. The extracted magnetic anomaly curves (solid black lines) of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines also corresponded well with the calculated curves (dotted blue lines) based on the MAG model, except for the end of the survey line. It is important to note that the magnetic dipole model exclusively simulates magnetic anomalies caused by landmines. Consequently, a slight disparity arises between the modeled and measured magnetic anomaly values at the end of the survey line, as the magnetic field change occurring there is not taken into consideration during the simulation.

Figure 12. Magnetic characteristics of (a) three landmines before removing the geomagnetic field with a trend and (b) after removing the geomagnetic field trend and spatial filtering. The solid orange lines and solid black lines indicate the de-trend and the spatially filtered landmine anomalies without the geomagnetic field, respectively. Dotted blue lines indicate the calculated anomalies based on the MAG model.
4. Discussion

The results of our M15, M16, and M19 landmine detection simulations and experiments, based on the joint UAV-borne GPR and MAG model, indicated that the proposed method automatically and accurately detected the three types of landmine. Compared with single-detection techniques [5,6,8] based on airborne and ground-based joint detection modes [14], the combined method proposed in this study has significant advantages in terms of its UAV-based positioning accuracy and detection efficiency.

In contrast to UAV-borne GPR exploration, where electromagnetic waves are actively emitted and received, UAV-borne MAG exploration is a passive technique based on the receipt of magnetic fields. In the experiments conducted in this study, we found that in a multilayer medium environment with ground bouncing, GPR had limitations in detecting landmines; however, MAG proved capable of compensating for these limitations.

Compared with a previously described joint detection system [14], the combined UAV-based GPR and MAG detection model and method proposed in this study had a higher survey efficiency than a ground-based survey using the same sensing technique and was more suitable for large-scale surveys and rapid landmine mapping. It was previously reported that the FWHH of a landmine decreases by approximately 0.2 cm when the soil moisture increases from 4.1% (dry) to 18.9% (wet) [45]. However, in real-world landmine detection scenarios, where safety and efficiency are crucial, a change in burial depth of approximately 0.2 cm is not important if the exact location and type of landmine can be determined. Thus, magnetic exploration using a UAV-borne MAG system, followed by exploration with a UAV-borne GPR system, will produce results that facilitate the precise distinction of plastic and metallic landmines according to the mass of their metallic components. Finally, based on a joint UAV-borne GPR and MAG system, the location, burial depth, and type of landmines can be successfully classified and mapped.

In this study, we considered the ground to be a homogeneous medium and did not consider its layered properties when modeling the UAV-borne GPR system. Further research is necessary to develop a new model that combines both the UAV-borne GPR and MAG systems, specifically tailored for this purpose. To achieve optimal performance of the combined sensing technique for landmine detection and classification in the natural environment, a combined UAV-borne GPR-MAG system that can operate adaptively under varying sensing conditions, such as flight speed and altitude, should be developed based on deep learning. Such a system would be able to operate each detection system adaptively and adjust their parameters through real-time interactions with the sensing environment.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a model of a joint airborne GPR and MAG system for detecting and classifying metallic and plastic (minimum-metal) landmines. In the UAV-borne GPR simulation and experiment, AT M15 metallic, AP M16 metallic, and AT M19 plastic (minimum-metal) landmines were detected by SVD analysis. In the UAV-borne MAG simulation and experiment, the magnetic anomaly was estimated from the magnetic characteristics of the M15, M16, and M19 landmines based on the magnetic dipole model with a de-trend and a spatial median filtering process method. Through this comprehensive approach, which included experiments, simulations, and data processing, we obtained valuable design parameters. These design parameters can be used in the development and application of landmine detection systems based on airborne GPR and MAG technology.
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